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Geodesy

Tasks of geodesy: 

Determination of the topography, and of the position of artificial / 

natural objects on the surface of the Earth. 

Determination of the global height reference, the geoid

Determination of the Earth rotation parameters

geometry

geoid, gravity field

Earth rotation

These tasks may be extended with the temporally varying counterparts 

of the features: deformation, temporal gravity variations, etc.
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Tasks of Geodesy

geometry, deformation
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Earth rotation

geometry, deformation

Earth rotation

geometry, deformation
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Need of geoid determination

For engineering applications separation of horizontal and vertical

directions can be defined by the knowledge of a geoid model.
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Determination of the geoid

The geoid is a equipotential surface of the gravity field.

Therefore:

determination of the geoid = determination of the gravity field
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Determination of the geoid

The geoid is nearly a spherical, closed surface.

It’s maximal deviation from a sphere is 21 km

It’s maximal deviation from an ellipsoid is 100 m

Thus, it makes sense to describe this surface with a spherical function.
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Spherical harmonics

Spherical harmonics:

It is a mathematical tool to describes ‘bumps’ and ‘dimples’ with 

its differences from a sphere.

Spherical harmonics are a set of surface (2D) wavefunctions with 

different wavelength. Summation infinite number of spherical 

harmonics can describe any surface pattern.
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Geoid model:

Spherical harmonic coefficients describe that at a certain „waveform” 

what is the size (amplitude) of the signal. The amplitude:

By defining the size of each wavelength component, the equation 

provides an unambiguous function between position   (           ) and

distance (N) of geoid and sphere.

A geoid-model in fact is a set of spherical harmonic coefficients:

),,,,( nmnm SCrfN  nmnm SC ,N ,,r

Geoid model
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Geoid model

Wavelength of a spherical harmonic is described by the degree, n and 

order, m. Large (small) values of n refers to long-wavelength (short-

wavelength) terms, thus large (small) scale patterns.

long-wavelength

large scale

short-wavelength

small scale
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Determination of a geoid model by satellite geodesy:

Geoid-related measurements are performed at known locations by 

satellites covering the whole globe.

Measurements:             at 

Unknown:

The number of determinable unknowns (spherical harmonic coefficients)

depends on the number and the spatial arrangement of measurements.

),,,,( nmnm SCrfN  nmnm SC ,N ,,r

Determination of the geoid

nmnm SC ,
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Determination of the geoid by satellite geodesy

Geoid determination in the XX century

Satellites revolving around the planet are tracked from observatories on the 

ground. Based on arcs of the orbits of satellites, a priori gravity field 

models can be refined.
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Determination of the geoid by satellite geodesy

Geoid determination in the XX century

Satellites revolving around the planet are tracked from observatories on the 

ground. Based on arcs of the orbits of satellites, a priori gravity field 

models can be refined.

Techniques of tracking the orbits of satellites are done

1. optically

2. by Doppler

3. by laser (Satellite Laser Ranging)

Further contribution to gravity field determination has been added by the 

GNSS (GPS, Glonass) satellite systems and satellite altimetry missions 

(TOPEX/Poseidon, GPS/MET)

TOPEX/PoseidonGPS Glonass
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Determination of the geoid by satellite geodesy

Geoid determination in the XX century

The fundamental background of determining the gravity field from (arcs 

of) orbit is Newton’s  equation of motion:

- (gravitational) force

- (gravitational) acceleration

The acceleration is related to the orbit (position,     ), as it is its second 

derivative by time. The relation between gravitational force and orbit reads
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Determination of the geoid by satellite geodesy

Geoid determination in the XXI century

Dedicated gravity satellite missions have been implemented, which have 

already been simulated in the 80ies.

These missions have essentially improved both the precision and the spatial 

resolution of the gravity field models. 

Fundamental background:

Several different methods tested at Universities and Research Institutes.

- integrating short-arcs of the orbit

- energy integral

- kinematic accelerations

- etc.
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Satellite gravimetry:

Satellite-borne observation of the Earth’s gravity field. 

2. Low-Low SST

3. SGG

1. High-Low SST

From the 80ies, several arrangements for satellite gravimetry have 

been developed:

SST - Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking

SGG - Satellite Gravity Gradiometry

Dedicated gravity satellite missions
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CHAMP

The High-Low SST mission
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CHAMP

Orbit:

- nearly circular

- nearly polar (i = 87°)

- altitude: 454 km, then

lowered to 200 km

Launch:

- 15 July 2000

Mission duration:

- it was planned for 5 years, 

actually it was on orbit for

more than 10 years
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The High-Low SST concept

The orbit of a LEO (Low Earth Orbiter) is tracked 
continuously by a satellite (or a satellite system) 
at a high altitude.

If the LEO would be in free fall, the observed orbit 
would be generated only by the gravity field. 

Fact: LEOs are not in free fall.
Solution: taking into account all other forces either by 

measurement or by modelling.
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Forces acting on a satellite

1. Gravity field of the Earth

2. Direct tides (gravity field of the Sun and the Moon)

3. Indirect tides

» mass variations due to the tidal forces

- solid Earth tide

- ocean tide

- polar motion

4. Non-gravitational forces

- atmospheric drag

- solar radiation pressure
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Dissipative forces

Dissipative forces 
(non-gravitational 
forces; surface 
forces):

1. Solar radiation 
pressure

2. Atmospheric drag
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Basic concept of accelerometers

atmoszférikus

fékezés
vákuum

gravitációs 

gyorsulás

atmospheric drag

gravitational force

vacuum
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Accelerometers

The accelerometer is built on 6 pairs of capacitors

-> linear and angular accelerations can be determined

A test mass is capacitively kept at the CoM

of the satellite.

The observable is the feedback voltage.
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Processing CHAMP observations

actual orbit sampled orbit

Orbit data: kinematic orbit, meaning quasi-independent positions

determined from GPS observations with 10 s / 30 s sampling.
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gravgravpot VTV  - gravitational potential

- kinetic energy

- dissipative energy
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Energy balance approach

Processing CHAMP observations
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Distribution of observations:

Processing CHAMP observations

3 days
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Distribution of observations:

Processing CHAMP observations

3 days15 days
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Observation equation:

Design matrix:
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Size of the design matrix:

N after 4 month observations: 1.036.800

Adjusting up to d/o Lmax = 100 the size of the design matrix:

(1.036.800,10.201)

Memory and time consuming → alternative solutions

SEMI-ANALYTICAL APPROACH

  2

max 1, LN

Processing CHAMP observations
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This way it can be converted to a 2D Fourier transformation:
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Legendre-polinomial:

Processing CHAMP observations
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Processing CHAMP observations

Reduction of the observations to a mean sphere:
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Processing CHAMP observations

data
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 ,,sphererV

Processing CHAMP observations

datareduction
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Processing CHAMP observations

datareductioninterpolation
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The resulting equation depends on m and k but not on l (c.f. next page):

Deriving new coefficients containing the summation by degree, l :
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Processing CHAMP observations
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All observations can be involved using a design matrix with a size of

(Lmax+1,2Lmax+1), independently on the length of the observations. 

The observation equation is

The coefficients called lumped coefficients, in which coefficients all

observations are lumped in. The size of the design matrix with this 

approach for Lmax = 100 becomes only (101,201).
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lumped coefficients 
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Processing CHAMP observations

When lumped coefficients are derived, the data was interpolated. This

involved errors, which can be reduced by an iterative solution.
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Validation of semi-analytical approach

Spherical Harmonic Coefficients
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Processing CHAMP observations
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Geoid [cm]
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CHAMP gravity field models

Data base of global gravity field models are available at

International Center for Global Gravity Field Models

Homepage: http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/modelstab.html
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CHAMP gravity field models

Based on the International Center for Global Gravity Field Models data, 

the list of the CHAMP-only gravity field models:

Nr Name Year Degree Data Reference

80 EIGEN-1 2002 119 S(Champ) Reigber et al, 2003a

81 EIGEN-2 2003 140 S(Champ) Reigber et al, 2003b

82 EIGEN-CHAMP03Sp 2003 140 S(Champ) Reigber et al, 2004a

86 TUM-1S 2003 60 S(Champ) Gerlach et al, 2003

87 TUM-2Sp 2003 60 S(Champ) Földvary et al, 2003

88 ITG_Champ01E 2003 75 S(Champ) Ilk et al, 2003

89 ITG_Champ01S 2003 70 S(Champ) Ilk et al, 2003

90 ITG_Champ01K 2003 70 S(Champ) Ilk et al, 2003

91 DEOS_CHAMP-01C 2004 70 S(Champ) Ditmar et al, 2006

92 TUM-2S 2004 70 S(Champ) Wermuth et al., 2004

94 EIGEN-CHAMP03S 2004 140 S(Champ) Reigber et al, 2005b

102 AIUB-CHAMP01S 2007 90 S(Champ) Prange et al, 2009

112 EIGEN-CHAMP05S 2010 150 S(Champ) Flechtner et al, 2010

113 AIUB-CHAMP03S 2010 100 S(Champ) Prange, 2011

135 ULux_CHAMP2013s 2013 120 S(Champ) Weigelt et al, 2013

http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/champ/results/index_RESULTS.html
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/champ/results/index_RESULTS.html
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/champ/results/index_RESULTS.html
http://www.igg.uni-bonn.de/apmg/index.php?id=gravitationsfeldmodelle
http://www.igg.uni-bonn.de/apmg/index.php?id=gravitationsfeldmodelle
http://www.igg.uni-bonn.de/apmg/index.php?id=gravitationsfeldmodelle
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/champ/results/index_RESULTS.html
http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/content/research/satellite_geodesy/gnss___research/global_gravity_field_determination_champ/index_eng.html
http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/content/research/satellite_geodesy/gnss___research/global_gravity_field_determination_champ/index_eng.html
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GRACE

The Low-Low SST mission

(+High-Low SST)
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GRACE

Orbit:

- nearly circular

- nearly polar (i = 89°)

- altitude: between 300 km

and 500 km

- nominal distance between

satellites is 220 km

Launch:

- 17 March 2002

Mission duration :

- 5 years was planned, but it is

still active
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GRACE

Key science instrument: 

continuous interferometric 

range rate observation

between the the satellites

in the K-band (µwave) with

1 µm/s precision (!)
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GRACE
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GRACE

How to determine gravity field 

from inter satellite 

range rate observations?
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How to determine gravity field from intersatellite range rate observations?
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Nr Name Year Degree Data Reference

83 EIGEN-GRACE01S 2003 140 S(Grace) Reigber et al, 2003c

84 GGM01S 2003 120 S(Grace) Tapley et al, 2003

93 EIGEN-GRACE02S 2004 150 S(Grace) Reigber et al, 2005a

96 GGM02S 2004 160 S(Grace) UTEX CSR, 2004

101 ITG-Grace02s 2006 170 S(Grace) Mayer-Gürr et al, 2006

103 ITG-Grace03 2007 180 S(Grace) Mayer-Gürr et al, 2007

107 AIUB-GRACE01S 2008 120 S(Grace) Jäggi et al, 2008

108 GGM03S 2008 180 S(Grace) Tapley et al, 2007

110 AIUB-GRACE02S 2009 150 S(Grace) Jäggi et al, 2009

111 ITG-Grace2010s 2010 180 S(Grace) Mayer-Gürr et al, 2010

122 AIUB-GRACE03S 2011 160 S(Grace) Jäggi et al, 2011

138 Tongji-GRACE01 2013 160 S(Grace) Shen et al, 2013

140 GGM05S 2014 180 S(Grace) Tapley et al, 2013

146 ITSG-Grace2014k 2014 200 S(Grace) Mayer-Gürr et al, 2014

147 ITSG-Grace2014s 2014 200 S(Grace) Mayer-Gürr et al, 2014

GRACE gravity field models

Based on the International Center for Global Gravity Field Models data, 

the list of the GRACE-only gravity field models:

http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/gravity/
http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/gravity/
http://www.igg.uni-bonn.de/apmg/index.php?id=gravitationsfeldmodelle
http://www.igg.uni-bonn.de/apmg/index.php?id=gravitationsfeldmodelle
http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/gravity/
http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/
http://www.igg.uni-bonn.de/apmg/index.php?id=itg-grace2010
http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/Yunzhong_ShortArc.pdf
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/README_GGM05S.pdf
http://itsg.tugraz.at/research/ITSG-Grace2014
http://itsg.tugraz.at/research/ITSG-Grace2014
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GRACE gravity field models

Based on the International Center for Global Gravity Field Models data, 

the list of combined GRACE and CHAMP gravity field models:

Nr Name Year Degree Data Reference

95 EIGEN-CG01C 2004 360 S(Champ,Grace),G,A Reigber et al, 2006

98 EIGEN-CG03C 2005 360 S(Champ,Grace),G,A Förste et al, 2005c

97 GGM02C 2004 200 S(Grace),G,A UTEX CSR, 2004

104 EGM2008 2008 2190 S(Grace),G,A Pavlis et al, 2008

109 GGM03C 2009 360 S(Grace),G,A Tapley et al, 2007

126 GIF48 2011 360 S(Grace),G,A Ries et al, 2011

114 EIGEN-51C 2010 359 S(Grace,Champ),G,A Bruinsma et al, 2010

100 EIGEN-GL04S1 2006 150 S(Grace,Lageos) Förste et al, 2006

106 EIGEN-5S 2008 150 S(Grace,Lageos) Förste et al, 2008

99 EIGEN-GL04C 2006 360 S(Grace,Lageos),G,A Förste et al, 2006

105 EIGEN-5C 2008 360 S(Grace,Lageos),G,A Förste et al, 2008

http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/gravity/
http://earth-info.nima.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/index.html
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/gravity/
ftp://ftp.csr.utexas.edu/pub/grace/GIF48/GSTM2011_Ries_etal.pdf
http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/grace/results/
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These are:

- annual

- semi-annual

- long-term periodic

- secular

GRACE – temporal gravity variations

Gravity field models with monthly resolution are presented by 

- University Texas, Center for Space Research (CSR)

- GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ)

- NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

- and others. 

These models have lower spatial resolution, but enables the 

investigation of mass variation processes, which corresponds to the 

monthly temporal resolution.
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Temporal variations of 

gravity field

- (semi-)annual

- secular

atmosphere

ocean mass transports
hydrology

ice mass balance

GRACE – temporal gravity variations
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GRACE – temporal gravity variations
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Annual variations: Semi-annual variations:

1. atmosphere 1. atmosphere

2. hydrology 2. ocean

3. ocean 3. hydrology

Annual and semi-annual mass variations:

Atmosphere 16.50

Ocean 13.37

Hydrology 4.73
kg1510









Separation of the contributions:

- by the period of the variation

- by the location of the variation

- by correction with the most known contribution

GRACE – temporal gravity variations
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GRACE – temporal gravity variations

Application for hydrology
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Application for hydrology

GRACE – temporal gravity variations
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Application for ice mass balance investigations

GRACE – temporal gravity variations

West-Antarctica

Enderby Land
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Greenland: Within 100 years, it

will be „green”.

Antarctica: More stable ice mass,

which contains the 70%

of fresh water of the Earth.

It seems, around 2008 a

melting process has been

started, but it is too early to

draw ultimate conclusions.

Application for ice mass balance 

investigations

GRACE – temporal gravity variations
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GRACE – temporal gravity variations
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Event: Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, 2004.12.26.

Application for modeling co- and post-seismic crustal deformations
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Event: Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, 2004.12.26.

Application for modeling co- and post-seismic crustal deformations
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GRACE – temporal gravity variations

Event: Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, 2004.12.26.

Application for modeling co- and post-seismic crustal deformations
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Application for modeling

co- and postseismic

crustal deformations

GRACE – temporal gravity variations

Han, S.-C., J. Sauber, and F. Pollitz (2014), Broadscale

postseismic gravity change following the 2011 Tohoku-Oki 

earthquake and implication for deformation by viscoelastic

relaxation and afterslip, Geophys. Res. Lett., 41, 5797–

5805, doi:10.1002/2014GL060905.

Event: Tohoku-Oki

earthquake, 2011.03.11.
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GOCE

The SGG mission

(+High-Low SST)
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GOCE

Orbit:

- nearly circular

- polar gap (i = 96.7 °)

- altitude: 260 km

Launch:

- 17 March 2009

Mission duration:

- planned for 20 months, 

but it was on orbit until

19 November, 2013
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Gradiometry

Gradiometry: observation of gravity gradients
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Gradiometry

Gradiometry: observation of gravity gradients

The classical terrestrial 

gradiometer is torsion balance

zzyzxz

yzyyxy

xzxyxx

TTT

TTT

TTT

E 
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Gradiometry
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The GOCE space gradiometer

GOCE gradiometer
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Concept of measurement:

GOCE gradiometer

3 pairs of capacitive accelerometers simultanuously takes 

measurements along perpendicular directions.

1. accelerometer

2. accelerometer

g = g2-g1

gradient = g / r
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gradient = g / r

GOCE gradiometer

Concept of measurement:
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The GOCE gradiometer observes the 6 independent 

elements of the Gradient tensor with 1 s resolution.

GOCE observable: gravity gradients
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GOCE observable: gravity gradients
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Measurement 

Bandwidth (MBW):

5 – 100 mHz 

The raw observables and the 

processing method should be 

band limited. 

Processing GOCE gravity gradients
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Full and 

homogeneous 

coverage: 

2 months

Processing GOCE gravity gradients

200.000 epochs
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Adjusment: LSM

Parameters: spherical

harmonic coefficients
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Processing GOCE gravity gradients
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GOCE gravity field models

Based on the International Center for Global Gravity Field Models data, 

the list of the GOCE-only gravity field models:

Nr Name Year Degree Data Reference

116 GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R1 2010 210 S(Goce) Migliaccio et al, 2010

117 GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R1 2010 224 S(Goce) Pail et al, 2010a

118 GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R1 2010 240 S(Goce) Bruinsma et al, 2010

119 GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R2 2011 240 S(Goce) Migliaccio et al, 2011

120 GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R2 2011 250 S(Goce) Pail et al, 2011

121 GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R2 2011 240 S(Goce) Bruinsma et al, 2010

127 GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R3 2011 250 S(Goce) Pail et al, 2011

133 GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R4 2013 250 S(Goce) Pail et al, 2011

134 ITG-Goce02 2013 240 S(Goce) Schall et al, 2014

137 JYY_GOCE02S 2013 230 S(Goce) Yi et al, 2013

143 JYY_GOCE04S 2014 230 S(Goce) Yi et al, 2013

145 GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R5 2014 280 S(Goce) Brockmann et al, 2014

149 GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R4 2014 280 S(Goce) Gatti et al, 2014

http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://www.igg.uni-bonn.de/apmg/index.php?id=itg-goce02
http://www.iapg.bv.tum.de/Mitarbeiter/Weiyong_Yi/
http://www.iapg.bgu.tum.de/Mitarbeiter/Weiyong_Yi/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
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Nr Name Year Degree Data Reference

152 GECO 2015 2190 S(Goce),EGM2008 Gilardoni et al, 2015

115 GOCO01S 2010 224 S(Goce,Grace) Pail et al, 2010b

130 DGM-1S 2012 250 S(Goce,Grace) Farahani, et al. 2013

136 GOGRA02S 2013 230 S(Goce,Grace) Yi et al, 2013

142 GOGRA04S 2014 230 S(Goce,Grace) Yi et al, 2013

123 GOCO02S 2011 250 S(Goce,Grace,...) Goiginger et al, 2011

129 GOCO03S 2012 250 S(Goce,Grace,...) Mayer-Gürr, et al. 2012

124 EIGEN-6S 2011 240 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos) Förste et al, 2011

128 GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R3 2011 240 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos) Bruinsma et al, 2010

132 GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R4 2013 260 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos) Bruinsma et al, 2013

141 EIGEN-6S2 2014 260 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos) Rudenko et al. 2014

144 GO_CONS_GCF_2_DIR_R5 2014 300 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos) Bruinsma et al, 2013

125 EIGEN-6C 2011 1420 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos),G,A Förste et al, 2011

131 EIGEN-6C2 2012 1949 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos),G,A Förste et al, 2012

139 EIGEN-6C3stat 2014 1949 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos),G,A Förste et al, 2012

148 EIGEN-6C4 2014 2190 S(Goce,Grace,Lageos),G,A Förste et al, 2015

151 GGM05G 2015 240 S(Grace,Goce) Bettadpur et al, 2015

153 GGM05C 2016 360 S(Grace,Goce),G,A Ries et al, 2016

GOCE gravity field models

Based on the International Center for Global Gravity Field Models data, 

the list of combined GOCE and GRACE gravity field models:

http://www.goco.eu/
http://www.citg.tudelft.nl/dgm-1s
http://www.iapg.bv.tum.de/iapg.html
http://www.iapg.bgu.tum.de/Mitarbeiter/Weiyong_Yi/
http://www.goco.eu/
http://www.goco.eu/
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/Foerste-et-al-EGU_2011-01.pdf
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://gfzpublic.gfz-potsdam.de/pubman/item/escidoc:367292:6/component/escidoc:432935/367292.pdf
http://earth.esa.int/GOCE/
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/Foerste-et-al-EGU_2011-01.pdf
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/Foerste-et-al-AGU_2012.pdf
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/Foerste-et-al-EIGEN-6C3stat.pdf
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/Foerste-et-al-EIGEN-6C4.pdf
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/README_GGM05G.pdf
http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/documents/GGM05C_CSR-TM-16-01.pdf
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Future satellite missions
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Results of dedicated gravity missions

2 years observations of CHAMP resulted in more

measurements than all in the pre-CHAMP era.

2 months observations of GRACE resulted in more

measurements than all observations before GRACE.

A tool for detecting temporal gravity variations

GOCE has delivered unique spatial resolution. The 

contribution of GOCE on medium-wavelength can 

efficienly be combined with long-wavelength GRACE

observations.
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Name max. degree spatial resolution precision

CHAMP 70 570 km 17.27 cm

GRACE 120 330 km 18.39 cm

GOCE 250 160 km 9.02 cm

GRACE-FO 250 160 km 6.85 cm

The success of the dedicated gravity satellites calls for continuation. 

Particularly the GRACE-borne time series of gravity variations (with 

monthly resolution) is demanded to be continued. 

It may be delivered by the GRACE Follow-On mission, which is planned 

to be launched in 2018.

Future perspectives
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Continuation: 

GRACE-FO (GRACE Follow-On)

- launch: February, 2018

- satellite: like GRACE

- orbit: like GRACE

- except: range-rate accuracy improved by 1 oom

The era of CHAMP, GRACE and GOCE has nearly be gone.

Future perspectives
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Future changes in technical limitations and perspectives: 

- the range-rate observation technique may improve

- expensive satellite pair may be in the future replaced by 

dozen cheaper small satellites.

- etc.

What will be after GRACE-FO?

Further concepts are under investigations

Future satellite missions
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Future formations:  

Pendulum

- 2 satellites 

- W and n differs

Future satellite missions
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Future formations :  

Bender

- 4 satellites 

- 2 GRACE-pairs

- 1 pair: i=80-90°

- 1 pair: i=50-80°

Future satellite missions
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Future formations :  

Tripen

- 3 satellites 

- 2 of them in pair

like GRACE 

- a 3rd one completes

it in to a 

pendulum

formation

Future satellite missions
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Dedicated gravity satellites

related issues
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1. Inertial vs. Earth-fixed coordinate system

2. Involvement of models

3. Consequences of averaging

1. Inertial vs. Earth-fixed coordinate system

2. Involvement of models

3. Consequences of averaging

Issues
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Inertial vs. Earth-fixed

Satellites are revolving around the Centre of Mass of the Earth. 

The orbit of satellites is an ellipse in an Earth-Centred Intertial

coordinate system.

Appropriate coordinate system 

for describing life on the surface

of the Earth is Earth-Centered

Earth-Fixed coordinate system.

Accurate transformation between

them is essential!
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Determination of the Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP) is essential for 

processing gravity satellite data.

Main motions of the Earth:

1) Revolution around the Sun

2) Rotation around its spin axis

3) Precession

4) Nutation

Motions of planet Earth

„Living on Earth may be expensive, but it includes 

a trip around the Sun every year for free.”
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1) Rotation

Period: 23 hours 56 minutes 4 seconds

Axial tilt: 23.44 degree

2) Revolution

Period: 365.2422 days

Shape of the orbit: ellipse 

perihelion: 147 million km

aphelion: 152 million km 

mean distance: 149 597 870 700 m = 1 AU

Motions of planet Earth
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Source: the Earth is oblate, and the Sun affects its equatorial bulge with 

a torque, trying to correct the axial tilt.

Period: appr. 26 000 years

Precession
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Secondary source: the ecliptic is changing due to variations in the orbit 

of the other planets, varying the axial tilt of the Earth in [22°, 24.5°].

Period: appr. 40 000 years

Precession
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Source: Deviations of the precession due to the change of the relative 

position of the Moon and the Sun.

Periods: 18.6 years, 14 and 28 days (Moon), ½ and 1 year (Sun)

Nutation
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The Earth is a dynamic system.

There are mass redistribution inside and on the surface of the planet.

1. plate tectonics

2. mass transports of the atmosphere, hydrosphere,

cryosphere and biosphere

3. mass variations of the Earth interior

These processes are constantly changing the mass

distribution of the Earth, thus the inertia axis

(rotational axis) is also in constant change.

Polar motion
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Variations in the position of the Earth’s rotation axis.

Periods:

- 12 month

- 14 month

polar motion

- secular

polar wander

- diurnal

Oppolzer terms

Polar motion

Component Period [h]

K1 23.934

O1 25.819

P1 24.066

φ1 23.804

ψ1 23.869

S1 24.000
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Revolution of the Solar System: our Solar System revolves around the 

centre of the Milky Way

Period: 220-225 million years

Speed: 220 km/s

… Galaxies may also revolve around the centre of the Galaxy Cluster…

Summarily: The motion of the Earth from an inertial point of view looks 

very complex.

Q: How can we get information about this motion?

Motion of the planet Earth
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Reference points: fix celestial bodies

Quasar: objects emitting radio-waves.

Quasars assumed to be fix in space 

they can mark a quasi-intertial coordinate system.

Measurements to quasars: VLBI (Very Long Baseline Interferometry)

Determination of the motion of the Earth
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Principle of VLBI:

Determination of the motion of the Earth
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Determination of the motion of the Earth

Principle of ring lasers:
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Determination of the motion of the Earth

Principle of ring lasers: is based on the measurement of 

the Sagnac-frequency.
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Determination of the motion of the Earth

Sagnac-effect: in rotating optical systems the relative phase or the 

frequency of a split beam (going around an area in opposite

directions) is changing.

𝛿𝑓 =
4𝐴

𝜆𝑃
𝑛 ∙ ω

𝛿𝑓 – the Sagnac frequency

𝐴 – area of the ring laser

𝑃 – periphery of the ring laser

𝑛 – normal vector of the ring laser

ω – rotational angular velocity
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Determination of the motion of the Earth

Ring lasers:

prototype instruments

1993: C-I „Canterbury Ring”

1997: C-II

1998: G-0

2001: G „Großring”

2016: ROMY Ring
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Determination of the motion of the Earth

Ring lasers:

gain with ring lasers

Sub-daily periods

of Earth’ motion

parameters can be

observed!

IERS EOP

ring lasers
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1. Inertial vs. Earth-fixed coordinate system

2. Involvement of models

3. Consequences of averaging

1. Inertial vs. Earth-fixed coordinate system

2. Involvement of models

3. Consequences of averaging

Issues
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Processing gravity satellite observations

1. Precise Orbit Determination (POD)

2. Processing of accelerometer data

3. Gravity field determination

4. Applications of the gravity field model

based on MEASUREMENT and METHOD

based on MEASUREMENT and METHOD

based on MODELS and METHOD

based on MODELS and METHOD
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Forces acting on a satellite

1. Gravity field of the Earth

2. Direct tides (gravity field of the Sun and the Moon)

3. Indirect tides

» mass variations due to the tidal forces

- solid Earth tide

- ocean tide

- polar motion

4. Non-gravitational forces

- atmospheric drag

- solar radiation pressure

based on MODEL

based on MODEL

based on MODEL

based on MODEL

based on METHOD

EOP

viscosity

ocean model

EOP
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1. Separation of vertically integrated mass sources

(e.g. GIA model)

2. Reduction of horizontal spatial aliasing

(e.g. delimit regions, coasts)

3. Data centre

(CSR, GFZ, JPL, etc.)

4. Atmospheric correction

5. Length of time span

6. De-striping method

Aim of the study:

Modelling model dependet errors of Antarctic mass change estimation.

1. Separation of vertically integrated mass sources

(e.g. GIA model)

2. Reduction of horizontal spatial aliasing

(e.g. delimit regions, coasts)

3. Data centre

(CSR, GFZ, JPL, etc.)

4. Atmospheric correction

5. Length of time span

6. De-striping method

MODEL dependent

METHOD dependent

MODEL dependent

MODEL dependent

MODEL dependent

METHOD dependent

Errors influencing Antarctic ice mass variation
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Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation

1. GIA model errors

By intercomparison of

frequently used GIA

models, the typical

difference is not less

than ±5 mm/yr.
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4. GRACE monthly solutions atmospheric correction errors

over Antarctica is about ±10–11 mm/yr according to

Forootan el al. (2013).

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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5. The error effect of the length of the time span is estimated

empirically.

All possible trend estimates with 2, 3, 4 and 5 windows are detemined.

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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5. The error effect of the length of the time span is estimated

empirically.

.

The extrapolation for a 

time span of 15 years yields

an error of ±1-2 mm/yr

in trend estimation.

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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GIA correction atmospheric correction finite length of time span

±5 mm/yr ±10 mm/yr ±1 mm/yr

Model involved error so far (summed by error propagation law):

±11.2 mm/yr

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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3. Effect of the choice of the data centre.

Investigated empirically: ice mass change estimate is reliable only if

all models results in the same tendency.

Linear velocity of ice mass change (melting or accumulating):

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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3. Effect of the choice of the data centre.

Investigated empirically: ice mass change estimate is reliable only if

all models results in the same tendency.

Rate of ice mass change velocity (accelerating or decelerating):

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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3. Effect of the choice of the data centre.

Investigated empirically: ice mass change estimate is reliable only if

all models results in the same tendency.

1 – accelerating accumulation

2 – decelerating accumulation

3 – decelerating melt

4 – accelerating melt

STABLE

UNSTABLE

UNSTABLE

STABLE

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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Summed model error (GIA model, atmosphere, time span): ±11.2 mm/yr

1 – accelerating accumumlation

2 – unstable process

3 – accelerating melt

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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1 – accelerating accumumlation

2 – unstable process

3 – accelerating melt

Disregarding methodological errors, concentrating on model errors only, 

at most regions of Antarctica the reliability of the derived 

ice mass variation is found to be uncertain. 

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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1 – accelerating accumumlation

2 – unstable process

3 – decelerating melt

Disregarding methodological errors, concentrating on model errors only, 

at most regions of Antarctica the reliability of the derived 

ice mass variation is found to be uncertain. 

For more details see:

Kiss, A., Földváry, L.:

Uncertainty of GRACE-

borne long periodic and

secular ice mass variations

in Antarctica

Acta Geodaetica et Geophysica

DOI: 10.1007/s40328-016-0185-1

(available online, in print)

Error estimate of Antarctic ice mass variation
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1. Inertial vs. Earth-fixed coordinate system

2. Involvement of models

3. Consequences of averaging

1. Inertial vs. Earth-fixed coordinate system

2. Involvement of models

3. Consequences of averaging

Issues
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Consequences of averaging
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Background:

Consequences of averaging

obs.
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Background:

Consequences of averaging

obs.
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De-smoothing factor:

Does the smoothing effect of the averaging

affects processing of geodetic observations?

Consequences of averaging

obs.
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Impact of averaging:

N F(N) Error in %

2 1,5708 57,08%

3 1,2092 20,92%

4 1,1107 11,07%

5 1,0690 6,90%

6 1,0472 4,72%

7 1,0344 3,44%

8 1,0262 2,62%

9 1,0206 2,06%

10 1,0166 1.66%

11 1,0137 1,37%

12 1,0115 1,15%

24 1,0029 0,29%

48 1,0007 0,07%

Consequences of averaging

obs.
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Generalization of the 

de-smoothing formula

Fourier transform:

Consequences of averaging

obs.
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Factor  belonging to    :

where and

Generalization of the 

de-smoothing formula

Fourier transform:

Consequences of averaging

obs.
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis and analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

obs.
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Temporal variations of gravity:

Periodic variations:

Used for the monthly solutions of GRACE:

T = 1 year yields N=12 samplings

T = 1/2 year yields N=6 samplings

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

replaced to

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

Temporal variations of gravity:
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

N F(N) Error in %

2 1,5708 57,08%

3 1,2092 20,92%

4 1,1107 11,07%

5 1,0690 6,90%

6 1,0472 4,72%

7 1,0344 3,44%

8 1,0262 2,62%

9 1,0206 2,06%

10 1,0166 1.66%

11 1,0137 1,37%

12 1,0115 1,15%

24 1,0029 0,29%

48 1,0007 0,07%

period without with

annual 11.06 kg/m2 11.19 kg/m2

semi-ann. 4.83 kg/m2 5.06 kg/m2

Antarctic ice mass loss

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

Temporal variations of gravity:
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Satellite-borne observations:

The velocity of satellites is some km/s

Observations along a satellite’s orbit 

can not be referred to any exact 

location in space.

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Nearly polar orbits are often applied for geosciences

(except: navigational satellites).

Thus on-board observations are

affected by N-S-N periodicity.

Usually the largest variation can be 

found at the orbital frequency.

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

Satellite-borne observations:
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Correction only for the orbital 

frequency may be sufficient.

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

Satellite-borne observations:

orbit

orbit
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Correction only for the orbital 

frequency may be sufficient.

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

Satellite-borne observations:

orbit

orbit

signal (periodic+noise) averaging difference
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Spherical harmonic synthesis / analysis

Spherical harmonic 

representation of potential:

Analysis: using a model ( ) to calculate potential

(or etc.) at an arbitrary .

Synthesis: determination of a model ( ) based on

observations ( ) at . 

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models
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Frequent inconsistency in practice: 

1. pixel (block) averages used as point data.

2. point-wise grid data referred to blocks.

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Spherical harmonic synthesis / analysis

Spherical harmonic 

representation of potential:
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Properly: 

1. pixel (block) averages use point-wisely:

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Spherical harmonic synthesis / analysis

2. using point-wise grid data to blocks:
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

Spherical harmonic synthesis / analysis

Spherical harmonic representation:

൯𝑭𝝍 = 𝒇(𝒍,𝒎,𝝍
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Digital Terrain Models:

DTMs smooths extremes.

Point-wise extreme cannot be restored by de-smoothing, 

but it can be reduced.

DTMs using can apply:

DTMs using topocentric coordinates can apply:  

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy
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1. Temporal variations of gravity

2. Satellite-borne observations

3. Spherical harmonic synthesis, analysis

4. Digital Terrain Models

Digital Terrain Models:

DTMs smooths extremes.

Point-wise extreme cannot be restored by de-smoothing, 

but it can be reduced.

DTMs using can apply:

DTMs using topocentric coordinates can apply:  

Application of de-smoothing for geodesy
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Application of de-smoothing for geodesy

For more details see:

Földváry, L.:

Desmoothing of averaged

periodical signals for

geodetic applications

Geophys. J. Int. 201, 1235–1250

(2015)

DOI: 10.1093/gji/ggv092
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THANK YOU FOR THE ATTENTION!


